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The Sleep Amulet / Dream Walker / Akasha’s Song
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The trilogy has been fully translated into English.
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In an ancient land emblemized by mysterious stone towers a pure-hearted
girl uses her dream capabilities to save humanity from a wicked warlock.
Iskìda is a young heroine in a “prehistoric” world of war and magic,
inspired by Sardinian and Mediterranean folklore. She is a sorceress, wild
and independent, brave and pure-hearted. She is a Dream Walker, a special
kind of witch who – through dreams – must explore different worlds in
order to save the threatened one in which she lives: Nurak, an epic land of Gods and Giants. An action-packed fantasy
adventure in a wholly-realised universe of magic, clans and powerful dreams.
Iskida of the Land of Nurak is a story of courage and friendship, of hope and loyalty. A daring teenager battles against evil
forces to save her lost parents, her companions and the world she lives in. Against all odds, she overcomes enormous
difficulties through the heroic strength of her will and an astute use of her oneiric powers. Her friends never lay her down
and, in the end, all together they definitively defeat their enemy. An enchanting story for the young and not-so-young.
Land of Nurak,
ancient land of Gods and Giants:
thirty-two are the Clans, thirty-two are the Astral Signs,
thirty-two are the Moons, four are the Magic Elements.
Subtle is the line between dreams and reality,
and in the veins of the Wanderers flows the power to cross it.
ANDREA ATZORI (1984) is an Italian writer and editor. In 2011 he graduated with MA in Publishing from Oxford Brookes
University and he worked as assistant editor at David Fickling Books. In his life he has been a sailor, a firefighter, a street
artist, a journalist and a novelist. He now lives in Germany, in the Black Forest. He is married and has two children. His
books: Brogliaccio del Nord (CUEC, 2011); Iskìda della Terra di Nurak (Condaghes, 2012-2014); Multiverse Ballad
(Origami, 2014); SRDN. Dal bronzo e dalla tenebra (Acheron Books, 2016); Il coraggio salpa a mezzanotte (Einaudi
Ragazzi, 2019). www.andrea-atzori.com
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